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Discover the world of vehicles and machines with realistic foam-padded pages.Rough and

ToughÃ‚Â is a series of fun board books designed specifically for kids who love all sorts of vehicles.

Discover amazing facts and explore the bright photographs of many different machines in these four

new tactile books. The foam-padded format is ideal for little hands to hold and explore each page,

and even feels just like a real tire.
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This book holds up great to toddler play and the kids love reading from it.

He's been carrying it around for months... the front cover is just the tire shape, with a hole in it to

see the tractor, and that makes for a perfect handle for him to carry it in his hot little hand. :-) He

LOVES this book. Nice, bright colors.

My 1 year old grandson LOVES these books. The unique texture and shape, the pictures, the thick

pages make it interesting and easy for him to "read" on his own.

I am so disappointed with this book. I bought a set of 4 different "Rough and Tough" vehicles books

for my 19-month-old son, who is in love with vehicles of all kinds. Now, he's not particularly hard on



books, but he's a toddler, and he does break stuff. He has lots of board books but after a while, they

rip and fall apart, and I thought "finally, something that will last longer!"I brought this set home last

night, so excited to give them to him. After about 20 minutes admiring and flipping through the

"Tractors" book, the paper picture pages began to separate from the black foam parts, and pages

began falling out of the book. I couldn't believe it. These are the "ROUGH AND TOUGH" books?!He

was still having a blast with the separated pictures of tractors, but I took it away from him before he

could break it more, and tried to super-glue it back together. I let it dry overnight but the glue didn't

hold. Much to my son's dismay, it looks like I'll have to return this set.Bottom line: unless you have

an unusually gentle, careful toddler...do not buy these books!
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